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Your Safari Experience Simplified
Before, During & After
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worth personalizing
From the very beginning we set out to provide the finest products
possible without regard to cost. For example, the braided Italian
leather that complements several of our items costs 10 times as
much as plain leather, but the basic product just didn’t look right.
One of the most frequent comments we hear is, “It was much
nicer than I expected.” We do our best to exceed your standards
and provide high quality products that can be passed down for
generations.
Speaking of which, my favorite rifle was passed down to me from
my father. That link to the past is priceless and there is only one
thing that could increase my emotional attachment to it - his
name or initials on it. That is why we are pleased to now offer you
three different ways to personalize selected products in the pages
that follow. You can have these items scrimshawed, engraved
or branded. Please order before the dates indicated for holiday
delivery. If you run out of time, we can send out an unadorned
piece to give and then send back for personalization afterwards.
Details about these exciting options are on the front cover of the
tear-out order form.
Right after the holidays, we will be at the Dallas Safari Club
(#323 & 324), and after that you can find us at the SCI Show in
Las Vegas (#3152 & 3154). In between, we will be at the Wild
Sheep Show (#730) in Reno. We may even attend the Houston
Safari Club Show so check the exhibitor directory.
We can only show a limited offering on the road so
call us in advance if there is a particular item you want
to see.
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To view more of our products or to get additional
details on the ones shown, please visit our web site.
Thank you for your continued support, and we hope
you enjoy a great holiday season.
Good Hunting!
www.AfricanSC.com or (419) 529-5599
While they are best known for their shooting sticks, African Sporting Creations offers so much more....detailed safari
preparation information, all the gear you need to enjoy a safe and successful trip and a wide selection of safari inspired
jewelry, exotic leather goods and trophy room accessories. They are my go-to source for top quality gear before my trip
and after I return, offering everything needed to capture the essence of the adventure called safari.
										
- Mike Rogers , Host, Expedition Safari

exotic leather accessories
AUSTRALIAN SALTWATER CROCODILE BELTS-These 1⅜” belts
fit standard sized belt loops and are the best we have ever seen. They feature
the most durable and dramatic portion of the hide, the ridged Hornback. This
premium cut is usually reserved for the fashion houses but our small batch maker
uses it for every belt he makes. We have never come across a better looking belt
that combines one-piece construction and tough-as-nails durability. Order yours
today and start turning heads! Sizing is easy: measure your existing belt from the
hole you use to the end of the leather and order the closest even size. Brown or
black, even sizes 32”-50”. $349

Crocodile Belts

ZEBRA or ELEPHANT SLING-Hand-sewn, extrawide, padded sling designed to our specs for carrying heavy,
big bore rifles. Circular grip and thumb-hole allow you to
comfortably secure your rifle during long treks. Zebra or
Elephant $99. Monogram either one for $15-order by
12/16 for holiday delivery.
ZEBRA OR ELEPHANT
DRESSER CADDyExtra-thick 7”x7” cowhide
frame with an eye-catching
exotic hide panel and 1.5”
deep sidewalls to keep everything in one place. Never misplace
your keys or personal effects again!
Zebra or Elephant $99. Monogram
either one for $15-order by 12/16 for
holiday delivery.
CAPE BUFFALO OR ElEPHANT
CULLING BELT-These are designed
to our specs so the cartridge rim sits
Zebra (top) &
above the leather, and the buckle is out
Elephant (bottom)
of the way when the ammo is on your
shooting side. The bullet loops are Cape
buffalo or elephant hide and will need some break-in for big bore
calibers. They are sized to fit over an existing belt so order your regular
size. Small (30-36”), Med (38-44”) and Lg. (46-52). Cape buffalo
(top) $229 & Elephant (bottom) $249. Monogram either one for
$15- order by 12/16 for holiday delivery.

Zebra & Elephant Slings

Cape Buffalo and Elephant
Culling Belts

“Having grown up and hunted professionally in Africa, I’m always on the lookout for items that remind me of
that great land. African Sporting Creations offers quality safari gear, like their African shooting sticks, that are
useful wherever you hunt—I’ve used them from Botswana to Montana. They also offer all kinds of great items
like hand-turned pens, Rhodesian Teak furniture and other custom-crafted items that are built to last a lifetime.”
		
		
- Joe Coogan
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platinum shooting sticks
PLATINUM GRADE SHOOTING STICKS-These shooting
sticks are covered by a lifetime warranty and un-screw by hand
to fit into your airline case. We make them ourselves in Ohio
and go through over 100 steps before shipping them to you.
On our competitors’ shooting sticks, the connector/adjustment
mechanism is the weakest part of the unit. We mill ours from a
solid block of aluminum so it’s the strongest part and won’t fail when
you need it most.

Each of our Platinum models feature the following:

1. Incredibly strong, positive locking aluminum connectors
are hard anodized black to eliminate reflection.
2. Padded tops protect checkering and lock in your rifle.
3. The stiffest, most rigid sticks on the market due to
4.
5.
6.
7.

PLATINUM SEASONED HUNTER STAFF
A customer request drove the development of this product.
After two knee replacements, this “seasoned citizen” wanted a
shooting stick that would double as a stout walking staff to help
him navigate the toughest terrain. The 1” diameter exotic wood
shaft is very strong, and the virtually indestructible connector was
designed to withstand the recoil of the .50 cal BMG round. The
pictures will give you a good idea of the beautiful features and
attention to detail we incorporate into what we think is one of
the nicest products we make. Available in the three exotic woods
pictured on the next page. $399 Specify your actual height in inches
and whether you use a scope or iron sights. Engrave name for $49order by 12/16 for holiday delivery.

Fallow Deer Top
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extremely rigid kiln dried exotic wood or carbon fiber
shafts.
Thick plastic bumpers make them extremely quiet and
pencil sharpened bottoms eliminate metallic sounds.
Custom made to length and can be used standing (both
sections) or sitting (top section only).
Includes a heavy-duty canvas case to prevent your
sticks from coming into contact with your rifle during
transport.
These are meant to be handed down so engraving the
recipient’s name is a very popular, $49 option

“The staff is way better than I thought it would beeven in the Alaskan alder brush, it was amazing.
It was the reason I shot this moose.”
-Mike Rogers, Host of Expedition Safari

Connector

www.AfricanSC.com

Bottom-Top Section

| (419) 529-5599

african SHOOTING STICKS
PLATINUM EXOTIC WOOD STICKS-These are the same ones that

received the coveted Gray’s Best award in 2009. They combine extremely rigid,
kiln-dried exotic wood shafts and come with two pairs of circular hand-sewn
tops that will not snag on brush, one in leather and the other in your choice of
eye-catching zebra or buffalo for unmatched performance and visual appeal.
Use the same sticks the best known PHs in the business rely on season after
season and that travel everywhere with
Choose from three exotic woods
Craig Boddington and Mike Rogers.
Available in the three exotic woods
pictured. Specify Medium (under 68”),
Large (69-75”) and XL (above 76”)
$349. Engrave name for $49-order by
Shedua, Leopardwood, Jatoba
12/16 for holiday delivery.

Platinum Shooting Stick Engraving

Platinum Carbon
Fiber Sticks

Craig Boddington

PLATINUM CARBON FIBER
SHOOTING STICKS-These are the first of their kind and are targeted at sheep hunters and anyone else who wants the lightest and most rigid sticks available. Carbon fiber
is 4 times stronger than steel yet weighs less than aluminum. Full length versions are approximately 1 pound and Featherweights use a shorter connector to save additional ounces.
Shorties weigh about a ½ lb. and are half-length sticks sized to help you navigate tough
terrain and then take the shot from the kneeling/
sitting position. Full Length Featherweights -$399,
Full Length Standards -$379 and Shorties-$169.
Med (62”- 68”), Large (69-75”) and XL (above
76”). Use same height categories when ordering
Shorties. Engrave name on full length models for
$49-order by 12/16 for holiday delivery.

DOUBLE RIFLE REST-Thick, padded leather rest is designed to fit wide double
rifle fore ends like a glove but will also work great for bolt action big bores. Don’t take
a beating sighting in from a bench-stand up and roll with the recoil. Two thick loops
of webbing slide over our leather tops and hold it in place. Not recommended for smaller
diameter sticks. $35

Double Rifle Rest

SILVER AFRICAN SHOOTING STICKS-These are just as
functional as the Platinum exotic wood ones above but without all
the bells and whistles. Shafts are Hickory, a tough, rigid wood used
for axe handles, and the positive locking connectors are sandblasted
to a matte silver finish. Comes with one set of machine-sewn
leather tops and carry case. This is the same version Dirk de Bod,
the SCI and DSC PH of the Year, has been using for the past
8 years. For 69’-75” hunters-$229
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cigar accessories
SCRIMSHAWED CIGAR CUTTERS- The
side panels on these are 10,000-year-old mammoth ivory, and each one includes an exotic
hide case. They can be customized with initials
and/or a favorite image, or choose one of our
best sellers depicting a head shot of a leopard,
elephant, lion or Cape buffalo. Call us with your
custom requests. Monogrammed with Image$359 or Single Panel/African animals-$329.
Order monogrammed and/or custom images by
12/2 for holiday delivery.

Monogrammed with Image

African Animal Cutters
mini cigar bar-This studded brown leather bag pulls out all the stops with
rich top grain leather, high-quality construction, vintage style hardware, and a threepocket exterior design. Bar includes a cylindrical humidor that holds 7-10 cigars, a
small insulated ice container, and four 9 oz. acrylic glasses. Interior is comprised of
three adjustable compartments, each large enough to hold a bottle of spirits or the
accessories described above. Measures 14”x 10”x 4”. $219
BOCOTE TRAVEL HUMIDOR & CUTTER
Carry up to three 50 ring cigars in style with this
exotic wood topped humidor sized to slip into the
pocket of a jacket or dress shirt. Matching cigar
cutter with Bocote side panels completes the
set. $199

Bocote Cigar Access.

STERLING CUTTER-Ivory warthog tusk
cigar cutter is a little longer than your palm and
custom fitted with a sterling silver cutter by a
very talented jeweler. $199
AFRICAN BUBINGA HUMIDOR
This jumbo-sized humidor will hold over 50
cigars and has 12 coats of lacquer on it for
a piano finish. The lid is set off by exquisite
inlays of contrasting exotic woods. Humidor
features Spanish cedar lining, dual levels
with dividers, inset brass handles, a felt-lined
accessory drawer and much more. $249
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Mini Cigar Bar

www.AfricanSC.com

Sterling Tusk Cigar Cutter
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spirit ACCESSORIES
SCOTCH CARRIER-This custom-made, hand-stitched
thick leather carrier is the finest we have ever come across
and will ensure your favorite scotch or spirit of choice
travels safely. Heavy leather flaps separate the four glasses
that are included. Make it even more special by having
the lucky recipient’s name monogrammed on the raised
leather panel. These beautiful pieces measure13”x 7.5”x
4” and will last a lifetime. $399 and monogram for $15order by 12/16 for holiday delivery.

Scotch Carrier
ELEPHANT IVORY WINE
STOPPERS-Thick, pre-ban
elephant ivory is custom-fitted into
the top of a hand-polished African
Bubinga (red) or Blackwood shaft,
making these extra large stoppers a
beautiful and memorable gift. Due
to state law cannot be shipped to
CA, IL, MA or NY. $129 Specify
Bubinga or Blackwood.

ZEBRA OR ELEPHANT
COASTERS - Extra-thick handsewn 4”x4” coasters with rounded
corners featuring an expertly
tanned exotic hide panel. Set of
four comes in a matching exotic
hide holder. We monogram the
top coaster. Zebra or Elephant$129. Monogram either one for
$15- order by 12/16 for holiday
delivery.

PLAIN & STERLING WARTHOG OPENERS
A retired German silversmith handcrafts the openers on
the left with a meticulous attention to detail. A custom jeweler makes the sterling silver-capped one on the right
and fills the holes that pin the corkscrew in place with turquoise. Order yours today and enjoy your next Sundowner
even more with a little bit of Africa right beside you. S, M,
L and XL openers on left-$79, $89, $99 and $119. Sterling
Silver Opener on right-$299

Warthog Openers

Sterling Silver Opener
MULHOLLAND BROTHERS ® WINE CARRIERS
With their roots near the heart of California’s wine country,
it was only fitting that they would design a collection to
meet the needs of the wine connoisseur. Both carriers hold
two bottles and come with a semi-rigid insulated liner to
keep chilled wine or champagne at the proper temperature.
Padded shoulder strap and carrying handle make bringing
wine to a party or picnic a breeze. Waxed Cotton $285
and Lariat® Leather $380
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safety & bug repellant
TURTLESKIN® GLOVES- protect you from thorns,
briars, and cacti. Engineered to offer the highest performance and puncture protection in a soft, flexible garment.
S, M, L & XL $84

Cut & Puncture

Resistant Gloves

WILEY X SUNGLASSES-Impact resistant Jake and
Brick (w/ light adjusting lenses) both feature a removable
membrane that protects from wind and flying stones-just
what you need when riding up top on the second safari
vehicle. Hard case and polishing cloth included. Jake $84
or Brick Light Adjusting $140

Jake (top) & Brick(bottom)

SOL Survival Kit
SOL SURVIVAL KIT-Waterproof case fits in the palm
of your hand and contains the essential survival tools you
need to endure the unexpected and make it back alive. $60

BLISTER CARE-One
customer spent half his
safari and thousands of dollars getting a badly infected
blister treated. This kit
could have doubled his
hunting days. $25

Blister Care Kit

LOW ABSORBPTION DEET LOTION-Gives you relief from
critters that love to eat American. New formulation affords greater
protection. Includes one 6 oz. and two 2 oz tubes. $25
PERMETHRIN CLOTHING TREATMENT-Apply this to
your clothing, and it lasts over 40 days and is as effective as 100%
DEET against mosquitoes. 24 oz trigger spray bottle. $19
BUG REPELLENT with SUN SCREEN-DEET-free
formula provides 8 hour protection. Use on the face, ears and hands.
Some anti-malarial drugs make you susceptible to severe sunburn so
this is a must-have. Includes one 3 oz and two .5 oz tubes. $15
AFTERBITE-The most powerful itch relief available for insect
bites and stings. One for ants/chiggers and another for flying insects.
Includes two of each. $16
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Deet Lotion
Bug Repellant
with Sunscreen

Permethrin Spray
AfterBite

InclKit includes
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custom knives
Resist Matched Set-Corrie Schoeman has been making
knives since 1965 and has won the South African Custom
Knifemakers Guild competition multiple times. This handhammered Damascus two knife set comes in an exotic wood
presentation case and features a matching fixed blade (top) and
folder (bottom), both with extensive file work and stunning
handles that combine ivory warthog tusk and Cape buffalo horn.
These must be held to be appreciated and are only available here!
$1,999/set of 2.

A Doctari-Features heavy-duty full tang
construction and a beautiful, hand-filling stained
giraffe shin bone handle. Blade is 5” long N690
stainless and knife is 9” overall. Textured, full grain
leather sheath included. $499

A

B

B Dagga Boy Skinner and Drop PoinT
C These African Sporting Creations exclusives feature
ergonomically designed handles that combine polished Cape buffalo horn with creamy warthog ivory.
Both feature full tang construction and are 8” overall
with 4” blades. Textured, full grain leather sheath
included. $499 each

C

D Medium Drop Point Hunter-A traditional drop point hunter with giraffe shin bone
stained to a deep rust color. A stunning 8” long full
tang knife with a 4” blade of N690 stainless. Textured, full grain leather sheath included. $299
E Fat Boy-Short fat 3” long blade gives you plenty
of “belly” for skinning the largest of game. Warthog
ivory handle is polished to a satin shine, and N690
stainless will hold a great edge. Textured, full grain
leather sheath included. $299
F These three small, semi-custom scalpels feature
G real sheep horn or ivory warthog handles and are a
tremendous value. They keep a great edge and are
H
equally suited for cutting a notch in a favorite cigar
or field dressing the largest game. These full tang
knives measure approximately 5” overall with 2”
razor-sharp blades. $149 each and specify Cobra, Asp
or Puff Adder

D

E

Cobra

Asp

Puff Adder

Disclaimer: When you purchase a knife or knives from African Sporting Creations, you represent by your actions as a condition
of your purchase that you are of legal age and that these items can be legally purchased and possessed by you under your
applicable local, city, county, state and federal laws. Check with your local authorities before making your purchase.

F
G

H

77
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scrimshawed products
SCRIMSHAWED WATCH-Hand assembled by skilled makers in the
USA, it undergoes 100 hours of testing before being shipped to you. The
flawless scrimshaw is done by hand on the pre-ban elephant ivory and is oneof-a-kind. The case is corrosion resistant 316L anti-magnetic stainless steel.
The 21 jewel automatic movement has a 42 hour power reserve. The durable,
water resistant leather strap is hand-sewn and embossed with an alligator
skin pattern. Only your imagination limits what can be put on the dial. Due
to state law these cannot be shipped to CA, IL, MA or NY. $999.

giving a gift?

Order any of our scrimshawed pieces on this page by
November 18th and we’ll guarantee delivery before the
holidays.
SCRIMSHAWED
CUFFLINKS-These oval
or round cufflinks are made
entirely by hand out of solid
sterling silver. The silver
portion is cast in a wax mold
and incorporates a pivoting
hinge to make the cufflinks
easier to put on. The oval
pre-ban elephant ivory style
can be expertly scrimshawed
with up to three initials,
or choose the round version
Scrimshawed Cufflinks
depicting a stylized compass for
the professional adventurer. Due to state law these cannot be
shipped to CA, IL, MA or NY. $449/set.

Scrimshawed Watches

SCRIMSHAWED
MONEY CLIPS-feature
a contrasting Blackwood
border that frames the hand
fitted slab of mammoth ivory.
Cast money clip is solid brass,
has raised sides to protect
the piece, and measures 3”x
1”. For a look of understated
elegance, leave it unadorned$189. Monogrammed with
Money Clips
up to 3 initials-$209. Custom
image-$229 or Custom image with Monogram-$249.

IVORY MEDALLION SHOE HORN-A thick medallion of pre-ban elephant
ivory is inlaid into the top of a hand-turned African Bubinga shaft. Measures 18” overall, features solid brass hardware, and has a braided Italian leather loop so you can hang it.
The ivory medallion can be expertly scrimshawed with up to three initials. You can also leave
it unadorned to showcase the natural beauty of the ivory growth rings. Due to state law
these cannot be shipped to CA, IL, MA or NY. Unadorned-$149. Scrimshawed-$199.

Scrimshawed Corkscrew

Ivory Medallion
Shoe Horn

scrimshawed corkscrew
These jumbo corkscrews feature hand-polished tusks
that measure approximately 10” around the curve
and are spectacular. The custom fitted African Blackwood cap has a quarter-sized pre-ban elephant ivory medallion inlay. The craftsmanship is outstanding, and this is the
ultimate corkscrew. Due to state law these cannot be shipped
to CA, IL, MA or NY. $349.
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Safari Clothing

Ammo/Bino Carriers

Safari Footwear

Shooting Sticks

Illumination Tools

Snake/Thorn Protection

Eye/Sun Protection

Bug Repellent

Packs/Hydration
First Aid

CATEGORY
Travel

OPTION 1
TUFFPAK Original (full length)
Strong Case (4 Box)
Mulholland Safari Bag
Rift Valley Day Bag
Over-the-Calf Travel Socks
Texas Hunt Co. - The “Pack”
The Outﬁtter
3 Part Kit
Micra
Controlled Release DEET Repellent
AfterBite (2 of 2 kinds)
Brick Light Adjusting with membrane
Cotton Duck Snap-Up Brim
SPF 30 Spray with insect repellent
Turtleskin Gaiters
Turtleskin Gloves
PT 2L-50 hrs. on low
Trident Green - 120 hrs. on low
Gold Grade
Double Riﬂe Tripod Rest
Selous
Turtleskin Snakeproof Gaiters
CuffSox ®
Leather/Elephant S, M or L
Leather Safari Sling
One in Olive Green
Two in Olive Green ($98 each)
Two in Olive Green ($90 each)
Two in Olive Green ($50 each)
Two in Olive Green ($35 each)

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Airline Approved Gun Cases
Locking Metal Ammo Cases
Leather Luggage
Safari Canvas Luggage
Compression Socks
Hunting Pack
Adventure Medical Kits
Blister Medic, Moleskin, Pads
Leatherman Multi-Tool
Bug Spray/Lotions
Bug Bite Itch Treatment
Wiley X Sunglasses
Tilley Hat S, M, L, or XL
Sun Block
Snake Proof Gaiters
Puncture Proof Gloves
Streamlight Flashlights
Streamlight Headlamps
African Shooting Sticks
Filled Leather Rest
Courteney Boots
Gaiters
Hunting Socks, S, M, L or XL
Leather Culling Belts
Safari Binocular Sling
Safari Jacket [M—XXL]
Safari LS Shirt [M—XXL]
Safari SS Shirt [M—XXL]
Safari Long Pants [32—46]

Safari Shorts [32—46]

SIZE

$70

PRICE
$409
$69
$875
$399
$20
$199
$99
$25
$29
$25
$16
$140
$69
$15
$130
$84
$69
$39
$299
$35
$369
$130
$20
$249
$25
$130
$196
$180
$100
Safari
Ankle Gaiters (S, M, L, or XL)
Rohner Trekking
Leather/Cape Buffalo S, M, or L

Specify S, M, L, or XL
PT 1L - 14 hrs. on low
Argo HP - 30 hrs. on low
Silver

Jake with membrane
Waxed Cotton-Broader Brim

Permethrin Clothing Spray

$735
$299

Mulholland Shorthorn
Short Safari Duffel
Specify M, L, or XL
Camelbak Hydration Striker XT
The Hunter

$279
$30
$20
$229

$59
$49
$229

$84
$74

$19

$79
$59

PRICE
$419

OPTION 2
SIZE
48” I.D. Strong Case Alum. 2-Gun

essential safari geaR

travel accessories
STRONG® AMMO AND TWO RIFLE CASE-Airline-approved with
full length piano hinges and aluminum construction. For flights into South Africa, ammo must
now be locked in a separate metal case, and the
ammo case will fit two boxes of big bore or three
smaller boxes. The interior is 8.5” x 6.5” x 3.5”.
The interior of the two-rifle case is 48” x 12” and
is foam lined with dividers to separate firearms.
The handles and lock clasps are recessed, and
wheels are removable so there is nothing for the
airlines to break off. Ammo Case-$69 and Two
Rifle Case-$419

Two Rifle Case

Ammo Case

NAIROBI ½ DAY RACE BAG-The Nairobi race days
were the highlight of the East African social calendar, and there is a picture of Lady De La
Mare clutching one of these bags in the winner’s circle in 1922. These hand-sewn bags are
beautifully crafted in full leather with straps large enough to be worn on your shoulder.
They feature a fully lined interior with several interior pockets and one on the outside for
quick access to passports, etc. This bag delivers true classic style for far less than a designer
model. $599

Nairobi 1/2 Day Race
Bag - 20” x 8” x 12”

Safari Books and DVDs –Get in the safari spirit with these bestsellers by Craig
Boddington and Dr. Kevin Robertson. Many more books and DVDs available on-line.

Author	

Boddington
Robertson
Boddington
Boddington

Title 			

Safari Rifles II		
The Perfect Shot (large)
Boddington on Leopard
Boddington on Lion

Format

Book
Book		
DVD		
DVD		

Price

$50
$65
$40
$40

MULHOLLAND BROTHERS® LEATHER-A tremendous amount of thought goes into the design of these beautifully
crafted pieces. We selected their best selling and incredibly strong Lariat® saddle leather for the items below. Order yours today
and enjoy them on your next adventure. Safari Bag-$875, Drawstring Backpack-$435 and Flat Shave Kit-$150. Monogram
for $15- order by 12/16 for holiday delivery.

Safari Bag-13.5”x8”x10”

Drawstring Backpack-15”x11.75”x5.75”

Flat Shave Kit -7”x10”x4”
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footwear accessories
TURTLESKIN SNAKEARMOR® GAITERS protect against snakebites and are certified for all venomous snakes found in South Africa. They are engineered to offer the highest
performance and puncture protection in a soft, flexible, waterproof garment that weighs 1/3
less than traditional, rigid protection gear. Reversible and one-size-fits-all. $130
WARTHOG TUSK SHOE
HORN-Features a custom fitted,
hand-polished ivory warthog tusk
handle and measures approximately
22”. The hand-turned African Bubinga shaft is fitted with heavy-duty
brass hardware and a braided Italian
leather loop so you can hang it on a
hook or door knob. $249

Reversible Gaiters

Warthog Tusk Show Horn
COMPRESSION SOCKS are
a must for long flights as they
offer graduated compression on
the foot and leg to help promote
blood flow and resist fatigue.
Over-the-calf with reinforced
toe and heel. M, L & XL $20

DOUBLE CUFF SOCKS
The second cuff folds over the
top of your boot to keep seed
pods, dirt, and stones out. Use
them with gaiters for extra
protection. Reinforced toe and
heel with WickDry® technology. M, L & XL $20

Double Cuff Socks

Rohner Trekking Socks

ROHNER® TREKKING
SOCKS are made in Switzerland from the best itchless
merino wool and man-made
fibers available. The unique
cushioning system is engineered to meet the demands
of anyone who walks long
distances. Men’s S, M, L
& XL $20

Compression Socks
TEXAS HUNT CO.
GAITERS-These will
keep those sharp stones
out of your boots so you
can keep up with the
trackers as they unravel
the spoor. S, M, L & XL
(corresponds to circumference
just above the ankle) $30

Texas Hunt Co Gaiters

Last year we shipped 99.5% of holiday orders on-time and complete. We work all summer to build the raw material
components for our Shooting Sticks and have everything else in inventory before mailing the catalog. No one else
offers custom-made products as quickly or reliably as we do, so order with confidence.
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courteney boot company
Courteney Boot Company®-When the Rhodesian Bush War began John Rice,
the founder could not find boots tough enough to withstand weeks on patrol so he began
making his own. Constructed entirely by hand of genuine game skin, each is as individual as
the serial number it bears.
These boots are intentionally designed without a waterproof membrane to allow them to
breathe freely. While those membranes do let some perspiration out, in the extreme heat of Africa they are too hot and trap
moisture, both of which make you susceptible to blisters which can ruin a hunt faster than anything else.
While we only stock Courteney’s four most popular styles, we can special order any of their items for you. If you want a
different style, color combination, or crepe sole on your boots, please contact us. Delivery times for special orders average
approximately 90 days. We will be expanding our in-stock selection of Courteney products in the near future so please check
our website regularly.
The Selous features
incredibly tough Cape
buffalo uppers and a
soft impala skin padded collar surrounding
the ankle to provide
exceptional support
and comfort. This is
the iconic safari boot
of Africa and our most
popular seller. Presented with a full range
of accessories including polish, cloth, brush, spare laces and
alternative innersoles to keep them in perfect condition for your
next adventure. Men’s US 7-14 and Women’s US 5-9.5 $369

The Vellie
(pronounced fellie)
is a casual model
you can wear into
town or to the office.
Styled on the classic
WWII desert boot,
the Rhodesian Vellie
is the original with
distinctive styling
enhancements to add
to the appeal of this
timeless shoe of Africa. So comfortable that several customers say they have had theirs for more than a dozen years.
US Men’s 8-12 in light tan suede-$160

The Patrol is styled
after a military boot and
is their tallest model,
lacing all the way to the
top with a soft antelope
hide collar and full bellows tongue. Designed
with the hunter in mind,
the Patrol gives extra
support for the most demanding pursuits. Men’s
US 8-12-$319

The Safari is a
shorter, 4” tall ankle
height version of
the Selous and their
second most popular
style. This is Courtney’s quintessential
stalking boot. Men’s
US 8-12-$279

The durability of these boots is legendary. Last year we spoke to a Namibian PH who wears a pedometer and walks
approximately 750 miles each season. His last pair of Courteneys finally gave up the ghost after 14 years of trekking
through the African bush….more than 10,000 miles later!
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safari clothing & gear
BOYT (TM) SAFARI CLOTHING-These
handsome jackets and shirts are made from tough,
100% cotton twill and feature pleated pockets,
buttons for holding up sleeves, and quilted gun
patches. Right hand versions in Khaki in M, L, XL
and 2XL sizes. Safari Jacket-$130, Short Sleeve
Shirt-$90, and Long Sleeve Shirt-$98
LOGO CLOTHING-Two different colorful
embroidered logos on the clothing above: the
African Professional Hunters Association® (APHA)
on Khaki or the Tracks Across Africa® on olive.
Specify size and logo you want. Add $10 to the
price of each item above.

Blind Buddy

TEXAS HUNT
CO ® GEARPH Belt comes
complete with two
5 round ammo
holders, GPS/
flashlight sheath,
and a knife/utility tool pouch.
PH Belt
Belt organizers come
in two different sizes
BINOCULAR
and will keep all your gear orgaSLING Useful allnized and close at hand. PH Belt
leather piece slides
$140 and specify S (28”-34”),
out of the way beM (34”-42”), L (42”-48”) or
hind your hip when
XL (48”-54”) Blind Buddy $50,
not in use. $25
Cargo Pocket $35

Binocular Sling

Cargo Pocket

TILLEY HATS are recognized as the finest available, and we selected three of their
best sellers for you. The olive cotton duck T3 has a normal sized, snap-up brim. The tan
waxed cotton TWC4 has a broader down-sloping brim for additional sun protection.
The olive Airflow® LTM6 is a nylon hat with mesh at the top to keep you cool. All styles
come with a chin strap. S (7 ¼), M (7 3/8”), L (7 ½”) or
XL (7 5/8”). Cotton Duck $69, Waxed Cotton $74 or
Airflo® $76
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trophy room furnishings

Gun Rack

BRITISH CAMPAIGN FURNITURE-These are almost
identical to the ones designed for the British military over 100
years ago. Each piece is handmade and features beautiful African
mahogany frames, thick saddle leather, solid brass fittings and
the same heavy-duty canvas that covers most of the safari vehicle
seats in Africa. Designed to go together quickly and break down
in minutes. The chairs and tables come complete with a heavyduty canvas storage tote. The gun rack stores up to 9 firearms in
leather covered spaces that are wide enough to accommodate
S x S shotguns. These heirloom-quality creations are attractive
enough to be displayed inside and rugged enough for field use.
Order yours today and take a little bit of British ingenuity with
you wherever you go! Gun Rack-$799, Campaign Chair - $599,
Campaign Table - $449 and 2 Chairs/1 Table-$1499
			
BURCHELL ZEBRA RUGS- We offer three grades of these
stunning felted rugs, and they measure approximately 120” from head to tail.
A GRADE-The top 5% hand picked for color and quality-$2,499
B GRADE-Excellent quality with fine blemishes-$2,199
C GRADE-Very good with noticeable scratches/scars-$1,999

Campaign Chair

Campaign Table

RHODESIAN TEAK STAND-features one of the most striking
exotic wood species to be found anywhere and sturdy solid wood
construction. The 8 spots on top of the stand line up with recesses on
the bottom so your treasures stay put. At 30 pounds, you can display your
spear or cane collection without ever having to worry about it tipping over.
Burchell Zebra Rugs Takes 15 minutes to assemble. $399
zebra skin WING BACK chair & ottoman-These
beautifully made pieces were sold for almost twice the prices below
when they were being promoted by a famous Italian gunmaker. If
you put off purchasing them in the past, now is the time to buy this
stunning set. Both feature striking nailhead design, solid wood
frames and feet. Jumbo sized ottoman measures approx. 15” high,
30” wide and 42” long. Price includes crating and delivery within
the continental USA. Chair$4,400, Ottoman-$2,500

Rhodesian Teak Stand
SPRINGBOK LAMP
features three real Springbok horns on a solid circular
shaped base of exotic, weathered African Yellow wood.
This custom made lamp is
beautifully made and will
bring you right back to the
Dark Continent every time
you use it. Shade not included.
$249
Springbok Lamp
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JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES
STERLING SILVER GEMSBOK HORN ELEPHANT KNOT BRACELET is a durable and unique piece crafted using a proprietary process that makes
the gemsbok horn pliable enough to be cut into durable, jet black strands of varying
thickness. The inky darkness of the horn contrasts beautifully with the solid sterling
silver hardware. $199
IVORY WARTHOG
TUSK PENDANT
Elephant Knot
Each of these unisex pieces
hangs from a braided black leather chain (18” for women & 22”
for men) with a loop clasp that is very secure and yet easy to put on
and take off. These are beautifully crafted pieces that are guaranteed
to bring you back to the Dark Continent every time you put them
on! Left-Cape Buffalo/Mammoth/Ivory Tusk $169 and Right-Cape
Buffalo/Ivory Tusk-Specify length of chain desired. $149

Mammoth/Buffalo
Pendant

Cape Buffalo
Pendant

ELEPHANT IVORY PENS-These pens are hand-turned
from pre-ban elephant ivory and African Blackwood to create
stunning and functional conversation pieces. These exceptional writing instruments are accented with platinum plated
hardware and can be ordered as roller balls or fountain pens.
Pens take standard refills and come complete with a beautiful
glass topped presentation case. Due to state law these cannot
be shipped to CA, IL, MA or NY. Specify model and roller
ball or fountain pen-$499 each.
zebra skin office chair-This beautifully made
piece features the natural beauty of real Burchell Zebra combined with top-grain leather and striking nail head accents.
A solid wood frame and heavy-duty wheels will provide years
of service, and the adjustment mechanism allows
you to raise or lower the
seat to the perfect height.
If you have to spend your
day toiling behind a desk,
you might as well do it in
style. Price includes crating
and delivery within the
continental USA. $3,400
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Majestic

Olympic

TROPHY SIZE OFFICE TUSK SET
This letter opener and magnifying glass set features matching
jumbo-sized warthog tusk handles
and brushed bronze hardware. The
tusks are expertly scrimshawed with
the “Big Five” and capped with
a hand-turned piece of polished
exotic Bubinga wood. These items
are the best money can buy and
extremely unique. $399/set

| (419) 529-5599

women’s jewelry & office
WOMEN’S STERLING SILVER GEMSBOK CUFF BRACELET is made
the same way as the model featured on the previous page. The inky darkness of
the horn contrasts beautifully with the solid sterling silver hardware showcased
on each style. For an even more striking statement, combine two or more on
the same wrist. $199 each, specify thin or thick model.
WOMEN’S ZEBRA SET
Puts you on the cutting edge of one
of the hottest fashion trends of the
Two-Strand Rope
year. White hair-on cowhide is
meticulously hand-painted with a zebra pattern for a stunning and exotic look
sure to get plenty of attention. Set includes all three stainless pieces: earrings,
choker/pendant and bracelet. $199/set

Zebra Set

BUFFALO HORN BANGLEThese are beautiful little pieces that
are hand-cut and polished by a very
industrious family. Each bangle is
unique and has a distinctive character…some mostly white, some almost
all black, and some are a combination
of the two. $39/3 pcs.

Buffalo Horn Bangles

TUSK GLASS & DAMASCUS OPENER SET-These hand-crafted pieces
incorporate large ivory tusks with precious components. The custom-fitted caps
are African Blackwood, one of the most desired and expensive exotic woods. The
transition from tusk to wood is flawless, and
the brushed silver glass complements the handTiger Stripe (left)
hammered Damascus arrow tip that serves as the
& Zebra (right)
letter opener. This beautiful set is extremely well
made and will last a lifetime. $399/set
Opener Set

ZEBRA PENS-These are hand-turned by the same talented precision machinist who makes
our much more expensive ivory fountain pens so you know they are worth every penny. The
screw-on caps ensure perfectly balanced and striking writing instruments. Zebra model is
acrylic and Tiger Stripe is stabilized, cross-cut Zebrawood. Get one for your purse and another
for your desk today! $149 each

We have a team of three very skilled “seasoned citizens” who create custom-made products of unmatched quality available nowhere else. We are proud to be able to bring you
a collection of heirloom-caliber items. The hours, skill, and painstaking care that our
craftsmen devote to the creation of their works will be evident when you hold your new
treasures in your hands and enjoy them for yourself. It’s a priceless experience.
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ANTIQUE AFRICAN SPEARS & SHIELDS
We have one of the largest antique African weapons collections in the country. We specialize in Maasai lion
spears and shields and intricately crafted Kuba spears from the Congo. Many sizes, materials and tribes are
represented in our extensive inventory. Most of our items are at least 75-100 years old and were acquired
from European museums or at auction. Many are coated from the soot of hundreds of wood fires and are
readily distinguishable from their mass-produced replicas. The items shown are a small sampling of our
collection. If you are looking for something in particular or want more details on a particular item, call us at
(419) 529-5599.

B

A

A Ancient Kirdi, 30” with embossed pattern and
handle-$699

C

B Old Maasai, 28” in excellent shape-$599
C Stunning, ancient Ethiopian shield with decorative
rivets that secure forearm tie-downs in back to
impact absorbing silk cushion-$749

K
G

D
F

E Zulu-old, 21” (should be short to parry) with
small cut-$449
F Ancient Maasai, 30” with faded/missing paint$649

I
H

D Baganda (Congo) 37” woven slat shield w/some
damage-$449

J

G Metal Turkana 41” with wood middle support/
handle-$499
H Newer 24” Maasai with vibrant paint -$399
I Old 30” Maasai with some missing paint-$549

E

J Small 23” Kuba expertly carved from one log w/
integral handle-$399
K Ngbandi (Congo) Tribe woven basketry
shield, 52” x 18”w/handle-$499

Sign-Up Today!

Subscribe to our e-mail newsletter at www.africansc.com to be notified of new products
and helpful information for your next safari! Simply click on the “Subscribe” button
located in the top left of our home page to get started.
“As I age, I find that I gravitate towards products made by someone who cares about quality and unless abused,
they are usually the last ones I have to purchase. I then spend more time enjoying them and less time cussing them.”
		
		
- “Aggie” on a popular hunting forum talking about our products
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A Kuba (Congo) tribe, 55” O/A with
rare cowbell bottom-$599

J Maasai Pike Lion Spear, w/ wide 17”
blade & bottom metal-$599

B Snake handlers stick with striped decoration
and notch-$399

K Kuba 76” with short, triangular metal bottom
spike-$549

C Kuba (Congo) tribe, 63” with rare
cowbell bottom-$599

L Kuba w/great carved throwing bulb and 18”
bottom metal-$549
M Kuba w/old blade and newer, replacement shaft$299
N Kuba w/great carved throwing bulb and 24”
bottom metal-$549

D Kuba Ceremonial, 78” with rare cowbell
bottom-$649
E Kuba barley twist top 71” with nice shaft,
wire banding -$649
F Ancient Kuba high-status XL spear w/ 33”
bottom spike-$549

O Sudanese Slavers Spear, 67” high-status w/brass
ring-$699

G XL Maasai Lion Spear, 75” w/32” top &
bottom metal-$749

P Barbed North African Fishing spear with reed
shaft-$399
Q Kuba Chief ’s-repaired, 63” w/bottom blade for
planting on throne-$649
R Mbole (Congo) spear for dowry payments
w/38” bottom metal-$549

H Maasai Sr, Moran Lion Spear-71” w/ 32”
twisted blade-$699
I Maasai Sr. Moran Lion Spear-71” w/ 27”
flared blade-$649

E
D
L
C

F

J
H

B

M
O

K
N

P
Q

R

I
A

G
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ANTIQUE closing weapons
Many of these pieces date back to the 1800’s/Zulu wars. As a general comment, the smaller and stronger
pieces such as these typically survive longer. These close quarters combat weapons typically have decorative
details you do not find on larger hunting or ceremonial pieces. Call us at (419) 529-5599 with any questions.
SHORT STABBING SPEARS, BATTLE AXES & KNOBKERRIES
A Zulu War Assegai from mid-1800’s, 50” w/palm swell & tail top-$999
B Zulu War Assegai from mid-1800’s, 48” w/ banding & tail top-$1,299
C Zulu War Assegai from mid-1800’s, 45” w/leather weave top-$899
D Old Swazi Stabbing Spear w/beautiful brass weave top-$899
E Old Swazi 42” Stabbing Spear w/palm swell & fiber weave top-$799
F Old beautifully forged Zulu War Assegai w/shortened shaft-$399
G Old, heavy 24” Gogo War Club w/some termite damage-$699

Q

M

J
B

V

A

G

E

C
D

L
I

F

P

N

R
S

K

T
U
O

H

H Old 17” Zulu Knobkerrie w/nice
detailing-$399
I Swazi Stabbing Spear w/twotone copper wrap top- $599
J Old 19” Ebony Zulu Knobkerrie
w/age cracks-$399
K Old 36” Swazi Stabbing Spear w/
palm swell & fiber weave top-$799
L Leather WW II British Officers
Swagger Stick w/ Zulu weaving$399
M Old XL 43” Swazi Battle Axe w/
beautiful wire weaving-$899
N Old Shona 24” axe w/nice
workmanship-$249
O Old 24” Nguni Axe, crude
compared to Swazi version-$299
P British “Sheffield” Zulu trade axe,
34” w/nice workmanship-$999
Q Old Swazi Battle Axe with newer
telephone wire weaving-$599
R Huge, old 27” Swazi Knobkerrie
purchased with item E-$499
S Long, beautiful, 33” Zulu War
period Knobkerrie-$699
T Two-tone ebony Zulu War
period Knobkerrie w/palm swell$699
U Old beautifully proportioned 24”
two-toned Knobkerrie-$399
V Old Swazi Battle Axe with newer
telephone wire weaving-$599
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1421 Lexington Ave. Suite 257 | Mansfield, OH 44907
www.AfricanSC.com | (419) 529-5599 | info@AfricanSC.com

Check out our web site
for 100’s of more items

Plus...

* Easy to Use Shopping cart
* Create an account
* Automatic shipping
calculations
* Full color photos
* Helpful product details
* Mailing List Sign-Up
* Frequently Asked Questions
* What’s New Section
* Gift Ideas
* Product Reviews
* Show Schedule

STOCKING STUFFERS
PH WATCH COVER
Neoprene cover provides
protection for your watch and
eliminates any game-spooking
metallic noise or reflection.
One of these is not enough…
price is for 2 covers. $20/2

TUSK KEY RING
These jewelry quality
pieces are hand-buffed
and topped with a
custom-fitted brass
cap. Available in three
sizes: 1”Small -$39,
3”Medium (Shown) -$49
and 5”Large -$59

OTIS LENS CLEANING
KIT-Great for glasses, scopes
or binoculars-$13

ANIMAL PEN &
STAND-Hand-carved
leadwood pen complete
with fist stand. African
animals on top of pen vary
and take BIC refills-$39

